
ThermalStresses

Temperature changes cause the body to expand or contract. Mechanical stress induced
in a body when some or all of its parts are not free to expand or contract in response to
changes in temperature. In most continuous bodies, thermal expansion or contraction
cannot occur freely in all directions because of geometry, external constraints, or the
existence of temperature gradients, and so stresses are produced. Such stresses
caused by a temperature change are known as thermal stresses,

The amount d7 which gives the total thermal deflection
(deformation due to temperature changes) is given by:

6r=aL(Tf-Ti)=aLAT

Where: d7 i Deformation due to temperature changes

q: The coefficient of thermal exoansion in m/m C".

L: The length in meter,

T; and T1 : are the initial and final temperatures, respectively in "C.

Deformation due to eguivalent axial stress;

d-r = dp

P.L o.L
6p=

AE
o.L

q.L AT =
E

Whichmeans: o=gATE

Where o: is the thermal stress in MPa,

E

E is the modulus of elasticity of the rod in MPa.

dp : Gompression deformation

lf the wall yields a distance of (x) as shown, the following calculations will be made:

t**_- |
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Thatmeans: 61 = x + dp

Orthat: q . L AT = x + o L/E

Where o represents the thermal stress

Keep in mind that as the temperature rises above the normal, the rod will be in
compression, and if the temperature drops below the normal, the rod is in tension.

lxample

A 5 m *hnimnn flrgpole is installed at ?il'C. ftenii$l the temprature &ups to -50C. Hor+ mch dcet dre height

change, ra miltir*eten? Wlnt is tt* fr:;ral hei$t of the flagple. in m$rs?

$olutionfir:t.c*lculatedrcclunseurletrthusing 6=oIllIl FmmtlnAppudir,thetlrulrale:qrnsiancoeseie$t

for ah$dn:sl i$ fir1**=?i X l0-noct , Nr*L dculate rlre final lengtlr by adding the cgarg* in largtk to 6e origiual

,leas{h.

.l

tlangeinlengh [=crrilr,=?iI10timi-s'c-zo'c]l'dt*=-r*ruuu.Thenegariresignrndicatesthe'c iu
flagpole is ge+ting shortu,

r $grunl m
Final letgrtr Ir=I+b=5 m-:jli'-'l *fo =t *t',t

6r
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EXampte:

A bronze bar 3 m long with a cross sectional area of 320 mm2 is placed between two rigid
walls as shown in the figure at a temperature of -20"c, the gap A = 25 mm. Find the
temperature at which the compressive stress in the bar will be 35 Mpa. use q = 1g.0 x 10-6
m/(m."C) and E = 80 GPa.

Solution:

Sr=E+A
-fntfafl- -- +2.5

F
F

{18 x L*r}{3fiffi}ien = 
3T-3-T} 

* 
=.=s,##s

ST = 7fi,6"C

T= 70"6 - 2fi

T = 5S.6sC
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A beam is a structural member which carries loads (forces and/or couples) that lie in a plane

containing the longitudinal of the bar and most often perpendicular to its longitudinal axis, but

they can be of any geometry,

Types of Beams
7- Cantilever beam: ftxed or built-in at one end while it's other end is free.

2- Freely or simply supported beam: th.e ends of a beam are made to freely rest on
suppofls.

lire.l suDFqrt

3- Built-in or fixed beam: the beam is fixed at both ends.

4- Continuous beam: a beam which is provided with more than two supports.

5- Overhanging beam: a beam which has part of the loaded beam extends outside the
supports.
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Types of Loads:
1- Concenh"ated load .assumed to 

_ 
act at a point and immediately introduce anoversimplification since alr practical roading system must be applied over a finite

area.

a-

Distributed load are assumed to act over part, or all, of the beam and in most cases
are assumed to be equally or uniformly distributed.

Unformly distributed.

b- Uniformly varying load.

As the beam carry load, there will be reactions of forces at
the beam suppods. The beam shown in the figure, there areno applied horizontal forces, therefore the horizontal
reaction force is zero.

A cantilever beam is embedded in a wall; therefore the
beam has reaction force as well as a reaction moment.

l**

Beams 2

uniformly disuibuted lqad ( Ur )

uniformly varying Io arl

PIt *Ar'rr-------------- + lF4
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The weight of a beam is an example of a uniform distributed
load. The weight per unit length, w, typically has units of lb./ft.,
kios/ft.. or kN/m.

So, if the beam is 10 feet long, then the total weight, W, of the beam is:

W=wL= 162tb. l*ft.
= 1.62*lb.

Reactions for Simplv-Supported Simple Beams:

You can calculate the reaction forces for a symmetrically-
loaded, simply-supported beam by dividing the total load
by 2 if the load at the midpoint of the beam, because each
end of the beam carries half the load. The reactions for the
beam with a point load arc R/A=RB=P|L.

Example:

Calculate the reaction forces RA and RB for a beam with a
30 kN load at the mid-span.

Solution:

Divide the total load by 2 to obtain the reaction forces,

F tn t-N
R_*= R.e =J-- -- -:' - 15 Pn

A simply-supported beam with a uniform distributed load also has a symmetrical loading
pattern, Divide the total load on the beam by 2 to find the reaction forces.

Example:

Calculate the reaction forces RA and RB for a 1 0-ft.
beam with a 480 lb.ift, uniformly distributed load. Report
the answer in kips. 

fi,
Solution:

Multiply the uniform distributed load by the length to find the total

Divide the total load by 2 to obtain the reaction forces;

load on the beam: W= w L

ft.

w r+'I 48+lb.1$ft- 148+1b. 1*ft. 11 kip
ft- 

-tllooorb.
-2.4klrs

Beams.l

480 ib.lft-

R.r =8"s
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Note: For beams with nonsymmetrical loading, we need two equations from Sfafics; the sum

of the vertical forces equals zero, and the sum of the moments about a point equals
zero.

You can pick a pivot point at either end of a simply supported beam.

#F Ii{;=o--p1 +RDL

trr
l\t-;Now solve for the reaction force:

Use the sum of the forces in the vertical direction to calculate the other reaction force.
Forces have magnitude and direction; pick upwards as positive, so:

Now solve for the reaction force F _D_B
Jll - r t.B

Example:

f*1c*late &e reactio:r fsces & ad Rr f+r this +iryly-srEgor*.d bean"

Solsti$ R64r"w Se diag{ffi, es'kisg &e disie€* !o ell lsads arrd reacinjs Fou poiut

afii
The nrcmeei abds point A is +Tr ! Vr=g=-4{kt('3mrIr'10n,

Rerrntt the eq$atros te find the reactior f*.. nr=4ff=l2k5l -

Usc the sror of the forcs rs t*e l'atical dirct*ie te calcujate *e ofier reactis frce:

1+ f r'"=g=3r-4gk$+13*E -

Rewrite th€ esratroq to fiad the ractio* forct Er=4ggg- 12lF=l*kl{ .

Yqr ca:r cher! the ans*rr by soh'iug the sus of rfu, se.eats sbnut Sorflt B.

Note: Use the same technique for a simply-supported beam with multiple point loads.
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lf a uniformly distributed toad is not symmetrical, then we need to convert the distributed load

into a point load equivalent to the total load (W = w Z1) where 11 is the length of the
distributed load. The equivalent point load is located at the centroid of the distributed
load...the center of the rectangle. Use the equivalent load diagram for calculating the
reaction forces,

Laarl diaggnm
1{l

Eqtir *l*rt laad *i.agrar:r

ft" u=t'5'

Ifthe bum has a paiat load ssd a dfutibuted lo*( drau m
quivalent lood dragrau wi& t[e apptied poinl load and &e
equir*l*tpoint hd. Tte mouml about paicl A i$

SI}t^ = g =-15glb. 2.5ft.- 200ft. sff.+R! 10ft.

Solve for &e reac*ion fsqce

Rr=
15G1b.2.5ft.+ 200h. 5ff.

=137.51b.
1ofr

Sum of the forces 4 = 0 = Ri - 15SIb. -zmft.+ I 37"51b.

Salve fcr Rr = 15$lb. + 2001b. - 137.51b" = 2I2.51b.

Use the same approach for a non-uniformly distrlbuted load. Again, the location of the
equivalent load is at the centroid of the distributed load. The centroid of a triangle is one third
of the distance from the wide end of the triangle, so the location of the equivalent load is one
third of the distance from the right end of this beam, or two thirds of the distance from the left
end.

1501b. ?s0tb

Equir.aletrt bad diei ggan:

_T

the right end; therefore, ihe total load is theThe load varies from 0 at the left end to w at
average of these loads times the beam length:

i^
,'.._l u*1+'l,_11'l
lf 

-1-l.t---
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A cantilever beam with a single support has a reaction force and a reaction moment.

The reaction force RB equals the sum of the
applied forces on the beam, so for the beam in
the figure:

Rg=P=5k;t..

The moment reaction equals the sum of the
moments about point B - the applied load times
its distance from the wall - so

MB = P'x = skips . 7ft. = 35 kip ft,

T,I^

T
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Shear Diaqrams

When there are forces on beams, ihe material resists these external loads by developing
internal loads.

lmagine a simply-supported beam with a point load at the mid-span. Cut the beam to the lefi of
the point load, and draw a free-body diagram of the beam segment. ln a free body diagram,
forces must balance. Therefore, a downward force at the cut edge balances the support
reaction RA. We call this shear force V. lt is a shear force because the force acts parallel to a
surface (the cut edge of the beam).

l)'

J{
-t

F,l
Ert

f)'
The forces RA and V are in balance (equal in value; opposite rn srgn), but our segment wants
to spin clockwise about point A. To counteract this tendency to spin, a moment M develops
within the beam to prevent this rotation. The moment equals the shear force times its distance
from point A.

Cut the beam to the right of the point load,
than RA, force V points upwards.

Shearing Force (S.F.)

and draw the free-body diagram. Since P is larger

Shearing force at the section is defined as the algebraic sum of the forces taken on one
side of the section.

+t'e S.F.

-ve S.F.

i.e. If the tendency of the section to the left of the cut is to move upr;r-ard. the shear is positive;

if it has a tendenclr to morre down. it is negative.

Bending Moment (B.M)
Bending moment is defined as the algebraic sum of tlte moments of the forces about tlre
section, taken on either sides of the section.

+r.e B.[I.

€riret rGl't€n
-r'e E.&L

t
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Example:

Calfldcte the shetr lorces iti this beei to the lefr aad ta the d$! of the iff Fi poirt !oad.

P ?A I.N
tdtrtiofi The.loading is syrnrnehical le Rr= Rr=l-=-=:= I J lN ,

U*e the sum of the forces to fild i{

Betri'een *rpport A and poi-et load P J+ f F, = 0= ir- y,,

Soh"ing fot shear lo*d. F,=-9, --1 5 5n.

Benreen point loail P a:rd support B. f+ f f ,"= o = n., - l+ ft. .

Soh'ing ftrr *eu loa& Ir =- X.r + F - - 1,! hlti *-10 !l l = 1 5 kH .

I

We can sketch V as a function of location along the beam using a Shear Diagram. Draw
vertical construction lines below the load diagram wherever the applied loads and
reactions occur. Draw a horizontal construction line, indicating zero shear load. Next, draw
ihe value of V along the length of the beam, as follows:

Step 1 Starting at the left side of the shear diagram, go up
15 kN, because RA is 15 kN upwards,

Step 2 There are no additional loads on the beam until
you get to the midspan, so the shear value
remains at 15 kN.

Step 3 The applied load at the midspan is 30 kN
downwards, therefore the shear load is:

15kN-30kN=-15kN,

Step 4 There are no additional loads on the beam until you
get to point

B. so the shear value remains at -15 kN,

$tep 5 At point B, the reaction force RB = 15 kN upwards,
therefore the shear load is

.t

ftrf
v,

t)"

'*+ i {".i--i--i
:r:Hi------4 

I'i-*---f
SeF E

St"F l

Stry3

>rEF +

545

frnr':&d
*eac
dr:grne-15kN+15kN=0.

lf you don't get to 0, you know you made a mistake someplace.

Finish the shear diagram by shading the areas between your line and the horizontal zero shear
line. Mark all significant points (anywhere the shear line changes direction). In the next chapter,
we wilf use the maximum absolute value of shear load.lVlmax. to calculate the maximum
shear stress in the beam.
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A point load at the midspan of a simply-supported beam produces identical reaction forces and
a symmetric shear diagram with two rectangles. lf the point load is not at the midspan, use sum
of the moments an sum of the forces to calculate the reaction forces. Draw vertical construction
lines below ihe applied loads and reaction forces, draw a horizontal line at zero shear, then
draw the shear value along the length of the beam.

With a shear diagram, we can identify the location and size of the largest shear load in a beam.
Therefore, we know the location of the largest shear stress, and we can calculate the value of
this stress. Once we know the actual stress in the material, we can compare this values with
the shear strength of the material, and we can know whether the beam will fail in shear. Shear
diagrams are necessary for drawing bending moment diagrams ("moment diagrams", for short),
which we can use to identify the location and size of bending stresses that develop within
beams, We can compare the actual bending stresses with the yield strength of the material, and
we can know whether the beam will fail in bending.

A uniformly distributed load is like an infinite number of small point loads along the length of the
beam, so the shear diagram is like a stepped multiple point load shear diagram with infinitely
small steps.
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Bendinq Moment Diaqrams

The amount of a moment of force acting perpendicular to a beam about a point along the
beam is the multiplication of this force by the distance from that point to the force, so the
units are force x distance: lb.'ft. or N.m, We can graph the value of the bending moment
along a beam by drawing a moment diagram.

To draw a moment diagram, sketch the value of the moment produced by the shear lorce V
times the distance from the left end of the beam. At the first meter,

Moment: Force x distance,

=V x X

i/= 15 kN, so moment M1 is:

Mt:15kNxlm:l5kNm

At 2 m, M 2 : 15 KN x 2 n. -- 30 KN

i k:ri

tr-,r'a*
dietpaln

15 $$€

At3m,M3:15KN

At4m,Mt=15KN

At 5 m, M:: 15 KN

At6m,Mo=15KN

x 3 m:45 KN

x4m=60KN

x5m-30xlm:45KN ,"1

x 6m - 30x 2m = 30KN 1a

-Ebe*r

" iti*Sp gs1

almnent a+
{=:&r

at{31rr€t!? at
'l-!ta

l\.i|}rutrEf ftt
'1. = .: 1_l-1

$.1€ r€l9 et
.r-+U}

jal{:irFrn}t El
r= 5 rr:

$f{*11E*f 4r
-T:flrl}

Afsirrelrl n!
,t: i ll]

lr.{i:raegl ar
,r*8ra

$inisbrtl :r:n:x**t
diegxrrr t*-i€r ure
la*eled

AtTm,Mt:15KN x 7m -30x3m:15KN llr

M.rr = 15 kN x 4m = 60kN.m
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Examnle:,
Find the reactions at A & C, draw the shear force and bending moment
diagram for the beam for simply supported beam + concentrated force as
shown in the following figure:

Solution:

1- str|}p$rtr B*ti6*ts; R a : .Sg ..-

a" FES= f*:rregi*rrs AS *nd *e
3- Eqr,r-lllrr**::::

t+r AB s*g:nsntr
r_lFIEF.t=o:'-"""'lY= i' | ,}l

IJLf-si-+
t='i4=-_x
al

EI-1'=o,i . P- 1,=c

Awl ii{' I/li r v'
.&

Ii
.l

A

-r-t
I \&/
IJ
v

p
!l-*-

a

f,:1{ =
T.Fori'l+Pix-*t--r=' z' 2

_* P*l = 1{I- x}

LPL
,4t: ---- , lV = ---- (L - ----- )

222

PL

I

f*r Be ryry?*rli;

M-
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:
f'

shear forcr diagra:n
(Y*-diagraml

*..---i i,. I J Iv j.----]-_-.::--_.- F
,---------."

10

bending-moment diagram

{'lf-diagraml

shear and rr€meEt diagran"ls

lf the point load is not at the midspan, then the maximum
moment will also be offset. In this example, the maximum
moment is the area of the shear diagram up to the poini
load:

M^^= RA'L\
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The reactions, shear force and bending moment diagram for beam for simply
supported beam + the distributed load

{ ( q: is the weight i unit volume)

E

qL
-u--- {5- }r= s\- F..lt'Y

nl
.Rtr = ftg= Y"

.:

f,n4=n:-

----+

Observation:

dM 1., -rri -Ivlr--;- = 0 
- 

Xn= -, .lirRar - rrr,._ - 
-frr2-*8

{heck Vi* = o. ThisisnEtacei*eidenc*!

t ..1
.t+{as)lil+M=oLr / l ^ r {\'l t

la-U
l=
I =.'-/
a

q{.x}: conet

.ii+- lr __-_______--l

;,r i5
tn)

qZ

:
l'!

Y I -=--
-l \*
u -----------=--------]-=--l

st
{Li --

^|:ap-t-

-r-T-"rIt-/'I\/t\
{r}

sneEr anq moment otagnms
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-

. Example: The reactions, shear force and bending moment diagram for cantilever
Deam

TL:

{Jse

$ne.

Replore Jigfr.iL,lcd !r"l Ly q,,ivole"t
con centrcdl lood'
.lEF: = 0

'V - w(t--x)= o

1/: w(L-*)' I
- t'4 - w(L-x)(f) = "

M: -f (r.-*)" ..

*o {l.e n;q[^t "f t],e se"{iou? as fl,rr

x)

s

neo*1,'ve be*.dirq tno*ent accots
Jrl

a,

tio"t

Jy.

-x

D IM.= o

Lo"g esl

oI xr
M.in'-*'

lM\"* = +'
-

<f[us,
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Draw the shear and bending-moment diagrams for
a cantilever beam AB of span L supporting a
uniformly distributed load.

We cut the beam at a point C between A and I
and draw the free-body diagram of AC (Fig. a),

directing V and M as indicated in Fig. a.

Denoting by x the distance from A to C and
replacing the distributed load over AC by its

resultant wx applied at the midpoint of AC, we
write:

*?IF,. = g; -1|rl*1i** {4}

*iX#r = 0: u+li!+'t+=0
\J/

Y = -t#.r

1^
ff = *.r!*r

We note that the shear diagram is represented by
an oblique straight line (Fig. b) and the bending-
moment diagram by a parabola (Fig. c). The
maximum values of V and M both occur at B'

wnere we nave:

lj* : -e4r[. 56u - *]*13
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Bendinq & Shear Stresses on Beams

Beams are almost always designed on the basis of bending stress and, to a lesser degree,
shear stress. Each of these stresses will be discussed in detail as follows.

A) Bendinq Stresses:

Bending stress is distributed through a beam as seen in the diagrams below:
si&\.'turg

frass Section

Neutral axes

Neutql AriE

dA
+Fr

So, in reality, bending stresses are tensile or compressive stresses
supported beam always has tensile stresses at the bottom of the
stresses at the top of the beam.

"-"max

+Fx G = G fflax

in the beam. A simply-
beam and compressive

A bending stress is NOT considered to be a simple stress. In other words, it is not load divided
by area.

&*. Y
The formula for bending stress, 06, is: Ob - I
The maximum bending stress is at the maximum bending distance (Y max,), which is as the
following:

hfb . Y^rr
6A" rnax. -

T

Where: M6: moment acting on beam from moment diagram (kip-in or lb-in)

O 6 max.: Maximum bending stress

yru". : Distance from neutral axis to extreme edge of member to the outer edge (in)

1 : Moment of ineriia about the axis (in4),

+c
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For the standard cross section areas the maximum bending stress will be:

4.H :+

Where: C (which is equal to yr"*.) the distance from neutral axis to extreme edge of member
{in),

I
Recalling that; 5= -'--

"l 
rrrra an,,r.r L,^ F^..,-:+4^^ ^^. '1f5 lkf*so, the bending stress formura could be re-written as: d5 =: , and for designrng: \) = 

-
D 6r..

Where S: is the section modulus about the axis 1in3;. lts describing the cross section of the
beam, which is used in listing beams in handbooks for beam design ind selecting according to
the bending moments.

for rectangle cross section is then;

O. :uPLo ltt.t. 
{&r?l}

Mu. c
6b max.:

.l

For rectangle cross section beam: t;
I

ri PLth/2t +tbt,r.r. = ' 4\':t -'
.'_

Where: t:'# T
ffi

So, the maximum bending stress due to bending

A 10* r:nr x l5O rtlr:l rvrxr+len r-:snil*r'er heanr i$ I m tong. trt is t*aderl sf its tip
r+ith * 4-lu\ load. Find €he marimum henrling stress i* rhe bearn sh$rqn in*e figrre 

'
The m:rxim*tn henrling m*Irent r)r c{rr.'.! {l tlre *,;rll anr:l is rtCn,*" - S kN +m.

:,frE

Example:

, - b-',-t - l(lo( l-s(Jtr 
- lE. I x r0,. nrurrl: lt

o. _ 1,{y'1,,,,,..r' _ ISkN r rnli 7-inutr) _ -, = ,
n '|rrr\ / 2N. I x l{ln mrrrr 

: I l'-j i\'l Pil
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Examole:

Given a beam with section modulus 21.39 in3 simply-
supported beam with loading as shown in the figure,
the allowable bending stress is 1200 psi,

REQUIRED;

a) Determine the maximum moment on the beam.

b) Determine the maximum bending stress on the beam

c) Determine if the beam is acceptable based upon allowable bending stress,

Solution:

The maximum bending moment Mrnqx. on a simply-supported, uniformly loaded beam is:

rr - 
A'L'

--4al
ti

*f*

,]{er-=ff1l,5lb:tr
The bending stress is:

M5r:--,9

_ _31t:._{ H} -fr{11"tft}
L,A--------;_-- l1.39in=

$ince the actuaf bending stress of 1187.S PSI is feEs than the ailoi#able
bending stfess of 12Gg PSl, rfi= SEAh# lg Af;f,EFTABLE.

w * 14 rUln. {iEclqd8s &am u/6r$ht}

i ,r<'rt i;_ i | '11 I
it
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B) Shear Stress:

When a beam is subjected to non-uniform bending, both bending moments, M, and shear
forces, V, act on the cross secticn,

There are two types of stresses vertical and horirontal shear stresses. Vertical stress

causes a simple beam to shear (break).

It is easy to imagine the vertical shear on a beam like that was made up of concrete blocks:

concrete blocks: I

Load 
IIlr+rA-rr-TH1 FHrrra

vertical shear stresses

This type of shear occurs if there are no bending stresses present, which is a seldom case,
To calculate the ve(ical shear stresses (7v) we divide the shear force, V (Kip) by the Area of
cross section; A (in2).

V
f

A
However, almost all real beams have bending stresses present. In this case, beams are more
like a deck of cards and bending produces sliding along the horizontal planes at the interfaces
of the cards as shown below:

horizonta I shear stresses

This type of shear is called 'longitudinal" or horizontal shear. lf the shear stress I is assumed to
be uniform over the thickness b then the formuJa used for determining the maximum horizontal

shear stress (76 16*.) is:

Tu 
=^' rl}::x

vQ
tb
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Where:

V=verticalshearforce,usuallyfromsheardiagram(lb.orkip) .1';'A
Q = first moment of the section area = A , ! J *t -h"-f *'

A = areaof shape above or below the neutral axis (in2) ,/ /V
,/ ..\'he(.tr

{bh\t h\ bh'
\/=t 

- 
it - l:-l? ll /-, R

\ & -/\../

hh'T_-
t-)L/-

illl_--+l
}HI

Iit$le

T.. = 
3V

n -** 2A

A-bh

y = distance from neutral axis to centroid of area "4" (in)

I = moment of inertia of shape (ina)

b = width of section, i.e. width of area "A" (in)

For the rectangular section the maximum shear stress !s obtained as follows:

7
zr
'" mc

3I"

In the same way we can find the maximum horizontal shear stress in beams [7.u*. for circular

cross section area, and the formula is:

1S i/
=-

-1n Ef3
d **to
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Example:

Consider the simply suppofied beam loaded by a concentrated force shown in the Fig.
The cross-section is rectangular with height 100mm and width 50mm . The reactions at
the supports are 5kN and 15kN. To the left of the load, one has Z = 5kN.
To the right of the load, one has I/ - -15kN

The maximum shear stress will occur along the neutral axis and will clearly occur where
Fis largest, so anywhere to the risht of the load:

3V^u'
2F

' max -

I
I.5m 20kN | 0.5m

+<________>

3' 15000
4.5 MPa

2A .a 100 50
./. . x 

-

1000 1000

Example:

Given a 1.5 x 9.25 cross sectional wood beam with w = 140 lb/ft simply distributed beam as
shown below. Given the allowable horizontal shear stress is 95 psi. Assume Moment of inertia,

I = 98.93 in4.

1) What is the maximum horizontal shear stress on the beam?

(A) 80.a lb/in2
(B) 83.2 lb/in2
(C) 88.s lb/in2
(D) 78.6 lb/in2

2) Determine if the beam is acceptable based upon allowable horizontal shear stress.

itii .{r'n" II tt-v I
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Solution:

(1)

Step 1: Draw the shear diagram and calculate the Maximum shear.

End reaotion = 
':4{ 140 PLFX11'}

= T?O lbs.

770 lbe.

0

F = 0.5 {140 LBIFT) (11FT) = 770lbs

Step 2: f_l
lEl +I Yl f- |kl _t_t rtl .l 

='NArtU
|-],1,.-t

0 Shear diaoraf"|

-77C fbs-

l.sl
Beam X-Section

vg

Area "A' shown
shaded

7
'- |ra:( Ib

rt)
N
rf

N

*
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And substituting in the values as flowing:

Y = 77O lbs. (from $hear diagram)
Q=Ay

where: A = (4.628"X1.5")
= 6.94 in"

y = Y.(4.625")
= 2.31"

q = (6.94 in2x2.31")
= 16.03 in'

I = 98"93 ina ifrom textbook aFpendix, cr cafculate
hh3t-;j

1T
, fi max. -

fi7Albs)(l6.03rr?')
= 93.2 PS/

(98.931ru" Xl.5" )
Answer is B

tzl

Since shear stress f1 ra* = 83 psi is less than Ts allowable = 95 psi then the beam is

acceptable,
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Radius of Curvature Method

A weightless beam with no loads has
and the elastic curve bows downward

Beam with no load

Deformation in Beams

a horizontal shape. lf we add a load, the beam deflects,
with a radius of curvature, labeled R on the diagram.

I P Loadedbeam
Y

EI CD ' B I,.E
R I ll-'r I tt fF"

l+-----+l

The relationship between bending
general transverse loadings, which

Elastic
curve

moment and curvature for
i^.ts.

pure bending remains valid for

ffi
iiiiIttt;licDl

Elastic
cLlrve

cI
E

EIft- ...(7-1)

This equation helps us calculate the radius of curvature at a given point along the length of a
beam.

Where: R: is the radius of the curvature

C: The maximum distance from the natural axes to
area

M Bending moment

E: Young Modulus

1.' Moment of inertia about the natural axis

d: Deformation

the beam edge of the cross section

M

.r'+E
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EXampte:

A 2 m long titanium beam is
from each end. What is the
Report the answer in meters.

made of 1

radius of

50N

50N

cm square bar. Two 50 N point loads lie 0.25 meters
curyature of the beam between the two point loads?

1.5 m 50N
O.25 m 0.25 n

N_5O

Solution:

Draw the elastic curve, shear diagram, and moment diagram.

The loading is symmetrical, so the reaction forces RA = Rg = 50 N.

_so N
0.25 ra O.25 rrr

Elastic
cllrve

vi0
p',: 

-5O N

12 ' 12.5 N.m

trl r: 50
V

N,{

The value of the moment diagram between the point loads equals the area of the lefl-hand
rectangle in the shear diagram:

M*^. = 50 * 0.25 = 12.5 N.m

The moment of inertia of a square: I - 
h h3 

- 
b4

t2 L2

The radius of curvature of the beam between the two point loads is:

^ EI EbO
M TzM

.114GPa{lcm I rU-N I m-
r--______:_i ____: 7.o llr.
lGPa m'l (tttocm)o

12.5 N-rn
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tsxampte:

A 2 m long titanium beam is made of 1 cm square bar, Two 50 N point loads lie at the ends, and
the supports lie 0.25 meters from each end. What is the maximum deflection at the mid-soan?
Report the answer in cm,

s0N 50N

Solution

This problem is like the previous example, but flipped upside down.

Draw the elastic curve with its radius of curvature and the center of curvature (cross at the
bottom ofthe figure),

50N 50N

0.25 m 1.5 m 0.25 m

rr | | I'.:o fiP,:soNr/ ' - | | '

r/,:-50NH I i '.,:vMffi
M= 12.5 N,I:r

The distance from the center of curvature to the beam is R;

The beam deflects a distance (An aJ at the mid-span;

And the distance from the center of curvature to the undeflected beam is (R- AmaxJ.

The base of the shaded triangle is half the distance between the supports, 0.7b m. use the
Pythagorean Theorem io find the height of the triangle,

.R_ A,,*, =l,?: 10ffi _ \,F-.6-;Fi 0J5 m,r = j .562 m

Deflection at the mid-span:

An,o,.=ft-(R-A,nor): I00cm
- 3.8 cm

u.i)m

7.6m - 7.562 m
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Inteqration Method:

For any type of material, provided the displacement is small, it can be shown that the radius of
curvature R ls related to the second derivative azy t df :

1 _ dzy ldxz
+y

R 
f 
r*1oy raxlzltz

For actual beams can be simplified because the slope dy/dx lwtrich can be considered the first
derivate) is small and its square is even smaller and can be neglected as a higher order term.
Thus, with these simplifications, it will be:

1 d'y
-: _--E
R

Substitutins this in eq, (7-1), we get: 4.=1 -1 ort ef'\ - tWdx' EI -- dx'
With the moment known, this differential equation can be integrated twice to obtain the
deflection. Boundary conditions must be supplied to obtain constants of integration.

By the first integration we can get the slop (dy / dx):

ff= [ffd.*c,
Integrating twice with respect to x gives:

PF AiI

r=ffl-dx+C,x+C' JJ Er*" ' "r'" ' "2
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Example:

The uniform cantilever beam shown
along its length (L). Determine the
integration method.

in the figure has a constant, uniform, downward load W6
deflection and slope equations of this beam using the

Solution:

The moment is found by drawing the
replaced with the statically equivalent
summed about the cut giving:

(a)

free-body diagram
load n,ox at the

shown in (b).
position (x/2).

The uniform load is

Moments are then

wsX
t
a

1 rr'u.r3 , ,_--6 Er ---t

' 
: f[- ;$-J rrr +r''r * rn = - r? 

t?,+ r,.r * c',

At x = L the displacement and slope must be zero so that:

,v{11 * u : -* nb'f 
+ c',1 + .-'.,

*,.,-o--1"brt'*c,

fu[ =. -w,^""?

(b)

Integrating twice with respect to x,

d1- 1M,...- 1t{ ..t')
,i* = J -d'\ 

*t 
' - r, J i-";- lttt+c,

-"\ ! )
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Therefore;

c,_1*'olj: c^=_lubla'6Et=8EI
lnserting C1 and C2 into the previous expressions gives:

!r/^
].= -=-:=(,r" - 4-rf + 3f ) ..'(7-2i' 24EI

Andtheslope: +:l- tl' -x.) ..(7-3)d.r 6EI'

The maximum deflection (y max.) is at x = 0, and by substituting it in the equation (7-2) itwill be:

wo L4

Ymax.: -
8EI

The maximum stop (dy/dx) ,l,s.a. is al x = o, and by substituting it in the equation (7- 3) it will
be:

wo L3

6EI
[*],,, 

:
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